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IoT Definition – WiKi 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical devices,

vehicles, home appliances and other items (the Things)

embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and

connectivity which enables these objects (IoT devices) to

connect and exchange data (via Internet).



An example of a Thing? 



These “Things” are high value 
hotspots for MNO’s… Why?

https://vimeo.com/190858752


According to XRTC ferry 

market report (2015), in 

Greece RoPax cargo is 

over 10.000.000 

passengers
annually!!!

These 10.000.000 

passengers, are 

serviced by just 

50 “Things”!!!



Over 5.000.000 of the 

RoPax ferry passengers 

carry a data capable phone 

and require high speed 

internet service!!!

Vodafone example…



Video requires 

>0,3Mbps 

connection 

speeds

HD Video requires 

>4,5Mbps 

connection 

speeds



Vodafone network 

on ships need to 

offer >4,5Mbps 

internet speeds 

everywhere!!!

Vodafone example…



What is Vodafone’s Video service on a 
ship route in Greece? 

Internet Users that experience “No Service” speeds

2016 measurements, KNOSSOS PALACE route, source: FASMETRICS SA



What is Vodafone’s HD Video service 
on a ship route in Greece? 

Internet Users that experience “No HD Service” speeds

2016 measurements, KNOSSOS PALACE route, source: FASMETRICS SA



After 4 seconds 10% of internet users

ABANDON online videos

After 10 seconds 40% of internet

users have given up

Internet Users that experience low internet speed

This translates into a great loss

of revenues for MNO’s

Source: Ericsson

How Video & HD Video impacts 
MNO’s revenues?



Video offers more 

than 25% of 

Vodafone’s 

revenues!!!

Vodafone example…



Our IoT device (3skelion) for MNO’s 

3skelion scans, detects & auto

selects the direction of the optimum

radio base station area. By using

directional x-polar antennas, it

manages to filter out the interference

from neighboring (unwanted) cells

and boost the donor (needed) cells.

As such, “clean” & “boosted” radio

signals feed the in-ship RF repeaters.

In this way, wireless connections lead

to fast internet speeds.



Typical 3skelion installation for Cosmote 



Cosmote 4G network has been boosted!



More capacity & speeds are now offered



3skelion: An IoT device for network tuning  



IoT Solution for smart operators 


